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ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

OUTSIDE IN

HOMES THAT GIVE NEW MEANING TO THE
PHRASE “CONNECTING WITH NATURE.”
by Jorge S. Arango

Marcos Garcia

All images courtesy of the manufacturers

In Guadalajara, Mexico, a
family workroom in a glass
cube seems to float above a
reflecting pool that supports
a planter with a tree.
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T

he indoor-outdoor relation
has long been a central tenet
of modernism. With most
early examples, it was a one-sided
relationship: incorporating vast
expanses of glass to extend the inside
out. Increasingly, the movement is more
reciprocal, as architects and designers
invite the outside in with water features,
vertical gardens, outdoor building
materials—even the audial experience
of the landscape.

1. GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

Architecture: Elías Rizo, eliasrizo.com
Interiors: Colectivo Sur, colectivomx
.com.mx Square Feet: 10,040
Bedrooms: 5 Baths: 7 full/2 half

“I want to watch it rain without
getting wet,” said the client to architect

Elías Rizo early on in this project. Rizo’s firm
responded by creating rooms that open onto
covered terraces, and views oriented toward

the forested natural reserve to the north. But,

says Rizo, “This also included the client

being able to work in an exterior
space without getting wet.” To wit,

the firm devised a family workroom in a

cube that seems to float above a reflecting
pool. The effect of levitating on water is

instantly calming. “It is nothing more than

a gesture that utilizes water as an element of
focus, serenity, and visual integration with

nature,” he says modestly. As a focal point,

a planter in the middle of the pool supports
a single tree. A longer planter in the main

interior courtyard, around which rooms and

Marcos Garcia

passageways move fluidly from inside to out,
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supports two trees and further assimilates
interior and exterior spaces. w
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2. WILSON, WYOMING

Architecture: Carney Logan Burke, clbarchitects.com
Interiors: Grace Home Design, gracehomedesign.com
Square Feet: 6,500 Bedrooms: 3 Baths: 4 full/1 half
With this home’s spectacular sight line to Grand Teton, a major
objective was drawing that panorama closer by creating a strong
connection between it and the viewer. “Once we identified

that the view to the Grand from the dining room was
something important,” says principal Kevin Burke, “the
landscape architect [Hershberger Design] reinforced
that with a linear reflecting pool.” The rectangular shape

of the water feature is repeated by the surface of the dining table,

making one feel directly connected to the mountains. Materials—

locally quarried sedimentary rock and cedar—were chosen for both

3. BANKS PENINSULA,

interior and exterior use. The two stone fireplaces and chimneys

anchoring the home look identical above and below the ceiling and

NEW ZEALAND

roof. “We worked hard to have the oak ceiling plane inside become

Architecture: Patterson Associates
Limited, pattersons.com Interiors:
Zomia Ltd., jennyanderson.co.nz
Square Feet: 1,560 Bedrooms: 1
Baths: 1

the exterior plane as well,” says Burke.

“When designing in beautiful natural

environments like these, it helps to take

the positive view that human beings, and
therefore our constructions, are a natural

part of the planet,” says architect Andrew
Patterson. This vacation home, featured
in the new book Ocean View (Lannoo
Publishers), seemingly emerges from

the earth. Materials—basalt rock and

macrocarpa (a cypress)—are local. “The

rock wall continues from inside
to out and blurs the boundary
between interior and exterior,”

explains project architect Davor Popadich.
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and revegetation,” including a turf roof.
According to Popadich, the structure’s

geometry is oriented entirely toward the
Simon Devitt Photographer

Top: Aaron Kraft; Bottom: Gibeon Photography

“The commission incorporated reforestation

views, making it “a romantic hideaway,

accessible only by farm track or helicopter
… where couples can be intimate with

themselves and with nature in the roar
of the ocean.” w
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4. AMSTERDAM

Architecture: Marmol Radziner, marmol-radziner.com Interiors: Marmol Radziner with Floris Koch of
The Loft, entertheloft.com Square Feet: 5,070 Bedrooms: 4 Baths: 4
“Visually and structurally, the house engages with its surroundings through louvers, covered outdoor areas,

and projecting green roofs,” says architect Ron Radziner of this Dutch residence. But that engagement also
continues indoors. The material palette—poured concrete floors, wood ceilings, stacked brick—is deployed

inside and outside, creating a sense of continuity and flow that ignores physical boundaries between them.

Additionally, notes Radziner, “We sunk the first-floor family room and fireplace into the ground to provide an

Ossip van Duivenbode

intimate experience that is closer to the earth but still open to shared spaces.” This also offers a more grounded
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encounter with the natural landscape, bringing it to eye level. The rear glass wall, rather than continuing straight
across, cuts into the interior at the kitchen. “This brings the garden closer to the kitchen—just feet

away from the island—so the kitchen feels more intimate yet still spacious.”

w
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5. ASPEN, COLORADO

6. VALLE DEL BRAVO, MEXICO

The Roaring Fork River runs through all your senses at this house, starting with the driveway.

The burden of making an exterior-interior connection usually falls

experience you’re going to have of the river,” which runs just behind the house. Walls of

heading right out to the water. The same intention informs the layout,” says Senior Project

deploying the exterior stone and brick indoors, lining
the pool with the same travertine that covers interior
walls, extending the polished floor finish beyond the
threshold onto the terrace, keeping wood finishes rustic.

a better perch to view and hear the river.” Glass doors open these rooms to the outside and

connection. “It was important for us to incorporate local materials

Architecture: Charles Cunniffe Architects, cunniffe.com Interiors: Charles Cunniffe
in collaboration with Carol Lacour, monochromefurniture.com Square Feet: 5,000
Bedrooms: 4 Baths: 4 full/1 half

Architecture: Salomon Ison Interiors: Ezequiel Farca,
ezequielfarca.com Square feet: 5,255 Bedrooms: 5
Baths: 6 full/1 half

Its fluid form and river-rock surface, says Charles Cunniffe, “very subliminally hint at the

on the architect. Salomon Ison did plenty of heavy lifting here:

local sandstone appear continuously through the residence from exterior to
interior, framing a view out the rear glass façade so that, upon entering, “you feel like you’re

Architect Rich Pavcek. “The main living spaces are on the second floor because it gives you

Designer Cristina Grappin of Ezequiel Farca only strengthened the

perception of the Roaring Fork. “The house really gets out of its way so you can see, hear,
and actually feel the river.”
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into the furnishings to establish a dialogue between the interior and
David O. Marlow

long overhangs catch and amplify the sound of the rapids, further enhancing the multi-sense

the exterior,” she says. “The dining table outside, for example, has an

organic form that is also stylized. The weave of the upholstery creates

textures that evoke the area’s natural surroundings. Wood, fabrics, and

stone were all key to creating a sensation of openness to the outdoors.” w
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7. LAKE ATTERSEE, AUSTRIA

Architecture & Interiors: Backraum Architektur,
backraum.at Square Feet: 4,845 Bedrooms: 5 Baths: 4
Sometimes inviting nature inside is a most unnatural thing. The
inscrutable stone façade here certainly belies any connection.

But, observes architect Andreas Etzelstorfer, a hint lies in the

roofline that dips to mirror the slope of the distant Salzkammergut
Mountains. The rear façade appears equally impenetrable, but a

James Bond–worthy hydraulic mechanism reveals the stone to be

folding panels, exposing the interior entirely to the landscape. “One

panel is about a ton of stone cladding,” notes Etzelstorfer. “The wall
of the first floor is built with concrete and works as a cantilever, so
I could use Sky-Frame windows without any disturbing support

at the corner.” Essentially, he says, “We wanted to build two

stone monoliths with a canyon in between for the
stairs.” Natural light pours in through the glass well. When

8. MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

uninhabited, the whole thing closes up again like a tomb.

Architecture: Rene Gonzalez
Architects, renegonzalezarchitect
.com Interiors: Felix Cohen and client
Square Feet: 20,000 Bedrooms: 10
Baths: 10 full /4 half
When Rene Gonzalez first visited this
Indian Creek property, he recalls, “The

initial impression was of long shadows cast
across the ground by a stand of royal palm

trees. That formed the basis of the concept

design and influenced the use of the louver
system, which translates and reinterprets
traditional Latin American persianas.”

The transition from in to out is so
fluid, in fact, that one can often
lose all sense where one begins and
the other ends. “A series of indoor and
outdoor rooms integrating stone, louvers,

pools, and gardens heighten the relationship
between water, land, light, and sky,” explains
Gonzalez. “Courtyards nestled within the
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connect different rooms with views to the

bay. Water elements throughout the house
Michael Stavaridis

Jens Weber/www.jensweber.net

interior spaces bring in light and visually

provide an additional sense of lightness and
tranquility and tie together various spaces
through sight, touch, and sound.” w
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9. LOS ANGELES

10. MANHATTAN BEACH,

Architecture & Interiors: Studio
William Hefner, williamhefner.com
Square Feet: 8,500 Bedrooms: 3
Baths: 4 full/3 half

CALIFORNIA

Architecture: SUBU Design
Architecture, subuda.com General
Contractor: Jeff Wilson Interiors:
Waterleaf Interiors, waterleafinteriors
.com Square Feet: 6,400 Bedrooms: 5
Baths: 5 full/2 half

Glass walls are a staple of contemporary
design, but here they both intrude and

protrude in ways that mess with perceptions

Architect May Sung used the concept
of interior landscaping to bring
a purple-and-yellow beach house
channeling Santa Fe back down to
earth. She began with a whitewashing of

of what’s interior and exterior. “We used

glass to expand the interior living areas,”

says architect William Hefner. “All rooms

open directly outside to patios.” An

outdoor seating and dining area actually juts

the exterior and interior walls, sidestepping

into the indoor dining room–bar–wine cellar,

the potential sterility with warm wood

so that when the sliding doors are open,

accents. To bring in more greenery, windows

it’s all one space. Conversely, the kitchen’s

were thoughtfully placed to frame, for

glass-enclosed breakfast nook projects

example, the view of a neighbor’s tree. Her

beyond the building confines into the patio

most divergent intervention was adding a

area. Additionally, Hefner explains, “Interior

second-floor, glass-box master suite. “We

materials were chosen to be similar in color

grounded it by creating foregrounds and

to the exterior materials, such as the bleached

connection to the earth. Hence the roof

oak flooring inside and the light-colored

garden that creates a foreground to the

limestone outside. Metal paneling covers a

exterior view.” Between the master bedroom

large portion of the outside, as does board-

and bath is the suite’s entry, which sits in

formed concrete walls. These materials are

a light well flooded with sunshine. There,

also used inside.” More subtly, accent colors

she created a tokonoma, a Japanese alcove

are drawn from the outside, such as the red

used to display art, and engaged landscape

of the Japanese maples.

designer Rob Jones (joneslandscapesla.com) to
create a vertical garden sculpture that brings
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Manolo Langis

Roger Davies

living flora inside. w
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11. MOUNTAIN LAKE, FLORIDA

Architecture: Strang Design, strangarchitecture.com Interiors: Studiofri Italiano,
studiofri.org Square Feet: 5,570 Bedrooms: 5 Baths: 6
One of the principal tenets of a regional, mid-century Florida style called Sarasota Modern is
extending both the interior flooring and ceiling materials past the window line. Max Strang,

whose firm, he says, “represents a continuity of tradition set in motion by the Sarasota School
of Architecture in the 1950s,” offers this central Florida home as evidence. “The distinction
between inside and outside is effectively blurred. In the vertical plane, exposed concrete
structural ‘fins’ further this effect.” The devices effectively block peripheral distractions,

making the viewer feel closer to the lake. Frameless, floor-to-ceiling openings maximize the

u

Claudio Manzoni

amount of light streaming in through the windows. “When natural light floods spaces
from multiple directions, the connection to the outdoors is further amplified.”
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